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Find Your New Home




FOR SALE
TO LET








About Us



Professional, experienced estate and letting agents in Lancaster.

Here at Sue Bridges Estate Agents in Lancaster and Morecambe, we aim to make moving house as smooth as possible, by giving you all the help and commitment that we can. Our team works hard to please and our friendly and professional staff are always at hand to help and support you through this exciting but stressful time! With over 25 years experience in Lancaster, Morecambe and the Lune Valley we are a well known and respected estate agency synonymous with a professional, honest and friendly service.
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What We Do





Sales
We are always able to offer a wide range of different properties for sale across a range of prices.








Lettings
Offering a full professional residential lettings and property management service to suit all budgets.








Buying
Once you have found a property that is right for you, we will help you to agree a price that is right too.








Mortgages
Here at Sue Bridges, we will put you in touch with the UK’s leading no fee mortgage broker.














Recent Properties
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Clougha Avenue, Halton, Lancaster


£390,000	


Sue Bridges Estate Agents are delighted to offer for sale this outstanding and versatile three bedroom, detached house which has been tastefully upgraded by its present owner with modern fixtures and fittings.


More Details	

For Sale
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Court View House, Aalborg Place, Lancaster


£129,950	
Guide Price


This stylish, one bedroom apartment is the located in the heart of the city at the modern development of Aalborg Place only minutes away from all the restaurants, bars and shops Lancaster has to offer. 


More Details	

For Sale
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Church Brow, Bolton le Sands, Carnforth


£249,950	


We are delighted to offer for sale this three bedroom, semi-detached house that will make an outstanding family home.  Situated in the popular village of Bolton-le-Sands.  NO ONWARD CHAIN.


More Details	

For Sale
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Client Testimonials




	


Thank you so very much for all your help, Alison. You have always been so efficient and helpful, answering our queries promptly. Your time has been greatly appreciated. 


E Butler, Purchaser






		





Thanks for all your help with the sale and with the letting over the last few years . You have always been courteous , friendly and efficient ,and always dealt with issues quickly a pleasure to deal with.


R Davison, Landlord and vendor 






		





I wanted to thank you for being such a great person to work with. I have really appreciated your expertise and reliability, but also your interest in what lies behind the whole process. I never regretted my choice of estate agent for a moment!

Best wishes,

 


Hilary






		





Recently sold my family home after a bereavement and found the help and support of Sue and her team invaluable. They were always friendly but professional and gave wise advice. The sale was completed smoothly and swiftly and I am most grateful to them all. I would not hesitate to recommend them.


M Tyrrell






		





I want to thank you (Lucy) and Alison for everything, you have been great with us and made us feel welcome and comfortable from the start. Words are not enough to express how thankful we are. Your agency is, and without a doubt, the best agency we have EVER experienced. I hope that in the future we will have the opportunity to rent/buy from you.


Dr Elamin 






		





Just wanted to say thank you for Sue and Mary’s excellent work re the sale of our home. I was very impressed with all you did to secure a sale.


Mrs. L Hall






		





Thank you to Lucy and Alison for your attention to the letting of my property. I am delighted with the extremely professional and smooth service that you provided in obtaining the ideal tenants for me.


Mrs. Wilkinson






		





Sue has sold 3 houses for me and I would never use anyone else! Nothing was too much trouble for her or Mary! They did everything possible to make sure everything ran smoothly with little stress for me.


Elaine Simpson Quatela






		





Sue Bridges and Lucy Johnson started to look after our stuff a couple of months ago. We’ve been delighted by the way they’ve dealt with selling one house and looking after another.


R. Bilkau






		





Hello Sue, and all the Team, just want to say thank you for a determined effort by you all to sell our flat.


Mr & Mrs Harvey
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Our Blog
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Court rules Section 21 invalid without Gas Safety Certificate
18 Jan at 10:44 am
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Propertymark receives clarity from Minister on commercial MEES
3 Jan at 9:54 am
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Christmas & New Year Opening Hours
15 Dec 2023
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Let us help you find your new home…

Contact Us














©   Sue Bridges - A First Digital Media Website








43 China Street, Lancaster LA1 1EX | Tel: 01524 68811





We are part of The Property Ombudsman Number T01229.

Sue Bridges Lettings Ltd trading as Sue Bridges Estate Agents.






Company Number 10517289.

Registered Office 43 China Street, Lancaster LA1 1EX.

VAT Registration Number 259 423 094
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This website may use cookies. For more information on how they are used and how to disable them see our Privacy Policy. Not accepting cookies may affect your experience of this site.					
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About Cookies



Cookies are small text files that can be used by websites to make a user's experience more efficient. The law states that we can store cookies on your device if they are strictly necessary for the operation of this site. For all other types of cookies we need your permission. This site uses different types of cookies. Some cookies are placed by third party services that appear on our pages.
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Necessary


Always Active






Necessary cookies help make a website usable by enabling basic functions like page navigation and access to secure areas of the website. The website cannot function properly without these cookies.
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Marketing










Marketing cookies are used to track visitors across websites. The intention is to display ads that are relevant and engaging for the individual user and thereby more valuable for publishers and third party advertisers.
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Analytics










Analytics cookies help website owners to understand how visitors interact with websites by collecting and reporting information anonymously.



	Name	Domain	Purpose	Expiry	Type
	
_ga																
suebridges.co.uk																
Used to distinguish users for Google Analytics.																
2 years																
HTTP															
	
_gid																
suebridges.co.uk																
Used to distinguish users for Google Analytics.																
24 hours																
HTTP															
	
_gat																
suebridges.co.uk																
Used to throttle request rate. If Google Analytics is deployed via Google Tag Manager, this cookie will be named _dc_gtm_.																
1 minute																
HTTP															
	
_gac_																
suebridges.co.uk																
Contains campaign related information for the user. If you have linked your Google Analytics and Google Ads accounts, Google Ads website conversion tags will read this cookie unless you opt-out.																
90 days																
HTTP															
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Preference cookies enable a website to remember information that changes the way the website behaves or looks, like your preferred language or the region that you are in.
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Unclassified










Unclassified cookies are cookies that we are in the process of classifying, together with the providers of individual cookies.
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